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NOTATIONS 
Throughout this paper the letter p is used to denote prime numbers and 
the letters n and d are used to denote positive integers. 
The set of all positive integers is denoted by N*. 
The symbol # denotes the number of elements of the set which 
follows it. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The following theorem due to Erdos and Kac [S] is well known: 
Let f be a real-valued strongly additive function satisfying 
1 f(p)1 6 M for every prime p and 
Set A(x)=C,.,f(p)/p and B(x) = (C,,,f(p)2/p)1~2 (so that B(x) 
tends to infinity as x tends to infinity). 
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METHOD OF MOMENTS 
We have for every real t 
145 
This can be expressed by saying that, as x tends to infinity, the distribu- 
tion of the numbers (f(n)-A(x))/B( ) h x w  ere n <x converges to the 
gaussian distribution with mean 0 and variance 1. 
The original proof by Erdijs and Kai: used the central limit theorem of 
the calculus of probability and an arithmetical lemma obtained by use of 
Brun’s sieve. Later Kab suggested to try to prove the theorem by showing 
that each moment of the distribution of the numbers (f(n) -A(x))/B(x) 
where n 4x converges to the corresponding moment of the gaussian 
distribution, a result which is actually stronger. 
This was achieved first by H. Halberstam [6] and later the present 
author gave simpler proofs [l, 21. 
Besides the fact that it gives a stronger result, the proof of the theorem 
of Erdos and Kal: by use of the moments has the advantage that it does 
not require a sieve technique. 
Our purpose here is to show how the method of moments can be used 
to prove results on the distribution of values of additive functions in cases 
when the moments of fixed order may not converge as x tends to infinity. 
The technique consists in dealing first with a suitably modified function 
whose distribution of values approximates the distribution of values of the 
function to be studied, or determines it. We study the moments of the 
distribution of values of the modified function and derive the behavior of 
its characteristic function. 
The characteristic function of the distribution of a finite sequence ur, 
u2, . . . . u, of real numbers is (l/m) Cz= r e”““. 
We will give two examples. 
In Section 3 we give a proof of the well known theorem of Kubilius on 
strongly additive functions of class (H). 
In Section 4 we explain briefly how one can prove by our method the 
following theorem essentially due to Erdiis (see [4, pp. 187-1881). 
Let f be a real-valued additive function satisfying 
,f(,$; 1 f < * and 
1 f(PY<a 
- > If(P p 
Set A(x)= CpGx, off G 1 (~(P)/P). 
As x tends to infinity the distribution of the numbers f(n) - A(x) where 
n <x converges to a limit distribution the characteristic function of which is 
l-l (1 + u,(t)) evC--v,W)~ 
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where u,(t) = - l/p + (1 - l/p) C,“= 1 p-rei’f(P” and 
iff(P) 
i- 
if If( 6 1, 
up(t)= p 
0 if If( ’ 1. 
2. BASIC LEMMAS 
2.1. LEMMA 1. Let S be a non-empty finite set of primes. Let f be a 
strongly additive function satisfying f (p) = 0 when p $ S. 
Set A =CpES (f(p)/p) and 
We 
G(z)= n 1+ 
PES 
eg’~-l)exp( -zy)=zoaqzq (ao=l). 
have for every q E N * and every x 3 1 
n&(f(n)-A)q-q! a,x G IAl +pTs If( 
I ( 
)ygy;slf(P)l)l. 
(The last inequality follows from the fact that obviously IAl < 
(W) c,,s If(P) 
Proof: It is convenient to set P = n,, s p. 
We note that (l/q!) C, G x (J(n) - A)‘7 is the coefficient of .zq in the power 
series expansion of the entire function 
.gx ev((f(n) - Ah) = ecAr C f,(n), 
n<x 
where f,(n) = ezf(n). 
Let g, = f, * p, so that f,(n) = & g,(d). As f, is multiplicative, so is g,. 
For r E N *, g,(p’) = f,(p’) - f,(p’- ’ ) = ezffP’) - ezJCP’-‘). This gives 
g,(p’) = 0 for r > 1 and 
if pES, 
if p$ S. 
It follows that 
gJn) = I 0 if n 1 P, flP,” (eaPl _ 1) if n/P. 
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As g,(n) = 0 if n 1 P we have f,(n) = &,d,P g,(d). Thus we obtain 
e 
“<X 
d/P 
where {u} means u - [a]. 
We have CdIp (g,WP) =Ilp~s (1 + gJp)lp) = ILs Cl+ (@‘)-- 1)/p) 
and therefore CA* &p (g,(d)/d) = Q(Z). 
It follows that (l/q!) CnCx (f(n) - A)‘7 - a,x is equal to the coefficient of 
z9 in the power series expansion of -ePAZCdIP (x/d} g,(d). 
It is convenient to introduce the notation that we will describe presently. 
Let u and u be functions analytic in the neighborhood of zero, u(z) = 
Ckm_,, z+zk and D(Z) =CrzO vkzk, where uk EC and t)k is real and non- 
negative. 
We use the notation u(z)< v(z) to mean that (&I d uk for every k > 0. 
(We might say that U(Z) is “dominated” by u(z).) 
This notation obeys obvious rules. 
We will obtain an upper bound for ((l/q!) Cnsx (f(n) - A)4 - a,xl by 
finding an entire function !P such that 
Let gz be the multiplicative function determined by g,*(p’) = 0 for r > 1 
and 
i 
el If( _ 1 
g,*(P)= o 
if PES, 
if p # S. 
We have g,(n) < g:(n) and it follows that 
x{l d/f’ 
: g,(d)i 1 g,*W= n (1 + gtW=ev 
dip PES 
(z;s IfWl). 
So we may take 
Y(z) = exp (z (IAl + 1 If(P)I 
PES 
which gives the desired result. 
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2.2. LEMMA 2. Let f be a strongly additive function. For y 3 2 let fV be 
the “truncated function” defined by f,.(n) = &,,,ps , ,f(p) (which is also 
strongly additive). 
We have for every q E N * and every x > ,I’ 
ProoJ: We use the following remark: 
Given k non-negative real numbers x1, x2, . . . . xk, we have for each 
qEN* 
For q > 1 this follows from the convexity of the function x+x4 on the 
interval [0, co[. 
For q = 1 we have equality. 
We have for each n <x 
If(n)-fh)l = ) 2 f(p)/ < 2 If(pK 
P>Y P’l 
When the set of the primes > y which divide n is not empty the number 
of its elements does not exceed log n/log y 6 log x/log y. 
Therefore If(n)-fy(n)lq~(logx/log yjqel Cpin,P,.v If(p 
This holds also when no prime > y divides n. 
It follows that 
C lf(n)-fy(n)lq~(~)qp’ C ($ If(P)I 
n d I n c x 
P > .v 
Now 
2.3. LEMMA 3. Let G be a real-valued function of n E N* and 
xc cx,, a[ (x,>O). 
Suppose that 
(i) For each non-negative integer q, as x tends to infinity, 
i 1 G(n,x)q=aq(x)+o(l) (a,(x)= 1); 
“6X 
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(ii) For every x > x0, la,(x)1 < c,, where the constants cq are such that 
the radius of convergence of the power series CT= O (c,/q!) zq is infinite. 
Let YJz) = Cy”=o (a,(x)/q!)P (x 2 x0, 2 E C). 
Then for every real t we have as x tends to infinity 
5 n5.x exp(itG(n, x)) = Y,(it) + o( 1). 
Proof We use the following formula which holds for every non- 
negative integer q and every real number U: 
eiu=$o$$+Rq(u) where I&(u)1 ~5. 
(Actually R,(u) = ((iu)“+‘/q!) JA (1 - t) q eiru dt, as follows from one of the 
forms of Taylor’s formula.) 
We argue with a fixed t. 
Given any m E N * we have for x > x0 
i .gx exp(Wn, xl) - Wit) . 
+ R2,,- I(@n, .x1) 
This gives 
=2y(itJ 1 
k=O k, (; 1 G@~x)k-~k~x~) 
n d x 
+i- 1 R,,_,(tG(n,x))- ‘f $(ir)*. 
n d x k=2m ’ 
+G.’ c G(n, x)2”‘+kzm$ (Ilk . x n<x 
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and it follows that 
lim sup i c exp(itG(n, x)) - !P,(it) <* 
x+m n<x 
This holds for every m E N * and the right-hand side tends to zero as m 
tends to ‘infinity. 
3. PROOF OF THE THEOREM OF KUBILIUS 
The theorem of Kubilius may be stated as follows. 
Let f be a real-valued strongly additive function such that C (f(p)2/p) 
= co. Set, as in the theorem of Erdiis and Ka6, 
A(x)= 1 f(P) and 
p < x P 
B(x) = (~xy)“2, 
so that B(x) > 0 for x 2 pO, where p,, is the smallest p for which f(p) # 0, 
and B(x) tends to infinity as x tends to infinity. 
Suppose that f belongs to the class (H), i.e., that, as x tends to infinity, 
B(2) N B(x) for every positive 1. 
Then the numbers (f(n) - A(x))/B(x) where n < x have a limit distribution 
of variance 1 tf and only if the following condition is satisfied: 
(C) There exists a real-valued function K non-decreasing on the 
interval ]-co, +a[, with K(--co)=lim,,-,K(u)=O and K(+co)= 
lim ,,+ +ao K(u) = 1, such that, as x tends to infinity, 
K,(u) tends to K(u) at every point of continuity of K, 
where K(u) = (~/B(x)~) CpGx,,-~p)su~~.TJ (f(p)‘/p), 
(Note that K,, which is defined when x2 pO, is a non-decreasing 
function and satisfies K,( - co) = 0 and K,( + 00 ) = 1.) 
When condition (C) is satisfied the characteristic function of the limit 
distribution is 
v(t) = ew 
+co ei’“--itu- 1 
Mu) 
- cc l4* > 
(where (e”“- itu - 1)/u*) is taken to be equal to - t2/2 for u = 0). 
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3.1. We first see that to prove this it is sufficient to show that for every 
real t we have as x tends to infinity 
If condition (C) is satisfied, then this formula shows that as x tends to 
infinity 
q,(t) tends to exp 
+a, eifu- itu- 1 
-03 U2 
which is the characteristic function of a distribution of variance 1. This 
implies that the distribution of the number (f(n) - A(x))/B(x) where n 6 x 
converges to that distribution. 
Now we remark that, by a well known theorem of Helly, every sequence 
of real numbers tending to infinity contains a subsequence {xk} such 
that KJu) converges to a non-decreasing function K(u) satisfying 
0 < K( - co) 6 K( + co) < 1 at every point of continuity of K. This implies 
that q,,(t) tends to exp( s?z ((eirU - itu - 1)/u2) dK(u)). We may suppose 
that K is continuous to the right. If the numbers (f(n) - A(x))/B(x) have 
a limit-distribution of variance 1 when x tends to infinity, then the limit of 
cp,,(t) must be its characteristic function. This implies K( - co) = 0 and 
K( + co) = 1. Moreover the function K is uniquely determined. 
It follows that every sequence of real numbers tending to infinity 
contains a subsequence {xk} such that the function Kx, converges to this 
uniquely determined function K at each of its points of continuity. There- 
fore, as x tends to infinity, K,(u) tends to K(u) at every point of continuity 
of K. 
3.1.1. Remark. Formula (1) permits us to find a necessary and suf- 
ficient condition for the numbers (f(n) - A(x))/B(x) where n <x to have a 
limit distribution not necessarily of variance 1 when x tends to infinity. 
The condition is that there exists a non-decreasing function K satisfying 
K( - co) =0 such that, for every pair (a, b) of points of continuity of K, 
K,.(b) - K,(a) tends to K(b) - K(a). 
The variance of the limit distribution is K(a). 
3.2. The proof of formula (1) will be as follows. 
We will consider for T > 0 the strongly additive function f,, T defined by 
fx,&)= 1 f(P), 
Pl” 
PEW&T) 
where S(x, T) = {p : p < x and - TB(x) <f(p) G TB(x)}. 
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Setting 
&,Tb) = f(P) c P PC Y  
-TB(.X)<f(P)< m(x) 
(which = C,, ,, (f,, .(p)/p) if y Q x), we will prove that, for T fixed, we 
have as x tends to infinity 
+ o(1). (2) 
It will be easy to deduce formula (1) from formula (2). 
T e=u-zu-1 
exp dK,(u) > 
is an entire function of z. 
-T u2 
We will set 
(J 
+Tp-zU- 1 
exp 
U2 
dK,(u) 
-T 
= f b&x, T)f’ 
q=o 
and prove that, for every non-negative integer q, 
.gx (fx,&) -Ax,+))* = q! xb,k T) B(x)’ + 4xWYV (x -+ 00). (3) 
Formula (2) will be deduced from formula (3) by means of Lemma 3. 
3.2.1. Let us note that b&x, T) = O(1). More precisely we have for 
X2Po 
lb&, VI G a47 
where clq is the coefficient of zq in the power series expansion of the entire 
function exp((e”‘-- Tz- 1)/T’). 
This follows from the fact that 
I 7. P-uz-1 -T u2 dK,(u) = s’, ( f 7) dK,(u) q=2 . 
=q~2~j~~uq-2dK,(.). 
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As jjTT~q-2dKX(u)l <Tq-2(Kx(T)-Kx(-T))<Tq-2, this gives, with 
the notation < already used in Section 2.1, 
T e”‘-uz-1 
which in turn yields 
T eui-uz-1 
exp 
-T u2 
dK,(u))<exp(eTz-~-l). 
3.3. Proof of formula (3). In this section T is any fixed positive 
number. 
We consider an arbitrary positive integer N and prove that formula (3) 
holds for q d N. 
3.3.1. Supposing 2 < y < x we define the strongly additive function 
f Y.&T by 
fw,T@) = 1 &T(p) = 1 h), 
Ph Pin 
PdY P E SCx, .v, T)  
where S(x, y, T) = (p : p < y and - TB(x) c f(p) d TB(x)). 
There exists a positive X such that TB(x) > 1 f(2)l for x > X. So, for 
x2X, S(x, y, T) is not empty because it contains 2. 
Having fixed N, we will suppose x > Max(X, 22N) and take y = x1j2? 
It is useful in view of future arguments to remark that, as x tends to 
infinity, 
c PIP)’ -= o(B(x)2) and c 
If( 
YCPGX P YCPSX 
p = o(W)). 
In fact CycpGx (f(p)2/p)=B(x)2-B(y)2=o(B(x)2)becauseB(y)NB(x), 
and Cauchy’s inequality gives 
because ICY < p c x VP=W) and Cy,p,x(f(p)2/p)=o(W)2). 
The function f,.\-, T  satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 1 with S= 
Sk Y, T)- 
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To apply this lemma we introduce the entire function 
(for P E Sk Y, Th Lx, T(~) =fW). 
As CPES(X,Y*T) (fy,,,T(~)/~)=A,,T(~) and CPES(X,y,T) IfWI WY) 
TB(x), the lemma shows that we have for every positive integer q 
& (fy,x,T(4 - Ax,T(Y))q - q!xa,(x, Y, UI d ; 0 q (Wx) dY)J4. 
Since JJ=x’/‘~ the right-hand side is o(xB(x)‘) as x tends to infinity if 
qG2N. 
We have thus proved that, as x tends to infinity, we have for 1 <q 6 2N 
“TX (f,.,T(d - 4,T(YH9 = cl! xa,(x, Y, T) + 4wx)q). 
3.3.2. We will now prove that for each q, as x tends to infinity, 
+, y, T) 
By 
= b,(x, T) + o( 1). 
It will follow that we have for 1 <q < 2N 
n;x (fy,x,T(~)-~,T(Y))q= q! xb,(x, T) By + ~(xB(x)~). (4) 
a,(~, y, T)/B(x)~ is the coefficient of zq in the power series expansion of 
@ ~,~,TWW. S o i is sufkient to prove that, given any positive R, we t 
have uniformly for IzI <R 
We have 
Jl (1 + up(z, xl) exp 
PE.W,Y,T) 
where u,(z, x) = (l/~)(e’~~)‘~(~) - 1). 
Suppose IzI 6 R. 
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For each PE S(x, y, T) we have Izf(p)/B(x)( < TR and therefore 
l~p(z,x)I G (C/P) lzf(~)/Wx)l< (CR/p).(If(p)llB(x)), where C= (erR--lY 
TR. We see that, if x is large enough, IuP(z, x)1 < 4 for all p E S(x, y, T). In 
fact (uP(z, x)1 < CRT/p, which is < 4 if p 2 2CRT, and, for each p < ZCRT, 
u,(z, x) tends to ‘zero as x tends to infinity. 
It is easy to see that, if a complex number u satisfies 1~1 < f, then 
1 +u=e’+” where IuJ 6 1~1’. 
Therefore, if x is large enough, then we have for each p E S(x, y, T) 
1 + up@, x)= exptu,tz, x)+ up(z, x)), 
where IQ(z, 41 G bp(z, x)1* G (C’R~/B(X)~). (~(p)~/p~). 
This gives 
@y,x,T(&) =exp ( pEs~y,T) ez~p”“‘-z~p)~B(x)- l 
+ c uptz, x) * 
PEXX,Y,T) ) 
The absolute value of the second sum is < (C2R2/B(x)‘) CPcx (f((~)~/p~), 
which is O( 1). As S(x, y, T) c S(x, T) the first sum is equal to 
c 
eZf(P)‘E(X) - zf(p)/B(x) - 1 
PE SC.& T) P 
ezApuE(x) - zfp)/B(x) - 1 - c =c, -c29 say. 
PE Sk =)\sk Y. =) P 
In each term of these sums Izf(p)/B(x)l < RT. 
Therefore the absolute value of each term does not exceed 
KR2 ftd2 
<B(x)2 
.- 
p ’ 
where 
K= 
eRT- RT- 1 
R2T2 ’ 
We thus see that 
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and lC21 < t~R2PW2) Cy<pcx (f(~)~/p), which is o( 1) as x tends to 
infinity. 
It follows that, as x tends to infinity, we have uniformly for Iz[ 6 R 
~~v’~~‘T(~)=exp(p~~,T, P 
e=jlp)‘B(r’-zf(p)/B(x)- 1 + o(l) 
) 
= exp c 
ezfrp)‘E(x) - zf(p)/B(x) - 1 + o(l ) 
peS(x.T) P 
This is (5), for it is easy to check that 
s 
T  ezu-zu-l 
K(u) = c 
ezf(p)‘s(x) - zf(p)/B(x) - 1 
-T u2 peS(x,T) P 
It is thus proved that (4) holds for 1 <q<2N. It holds also trivially for 
q = 0 because b,(x, T) = 1. 
3.3.3. Now, starting from 
fy,~,T(+~x,T(~)= (f,,.~,T(n)-A.~,T(y)) 
- tA.~,~(x)-A~,~(Y)) for each n, 
expanding the q th power by the binomial formula and adding up, we 
obtain for q > 1 
@x,TfX) - h,Tb@ 
’ .gx (f,,,,T(n)-A.~.T(y))q-k 
(. 
. 
Using (4), which holds for 0 G q < 2N, and the fact that b,(x, T) = 0( 1) 
and that 
(Ax,T(x)-Ax,J(y)l = 1 fo < c 
peSkT1 p .b’ < p < .Y 
P > Y  
we see that we have for 1~ q < 2N 
“;, (&,x,.(~) -A,,T(X))q = q !  xbqk T ,  B(x)q + o(XB(X)q). (6) 
Again, this holds also trivially for q = 0 because b,(x, T) = 1. 
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3.3.4. Now, using the fact that (6) holds for 0 < q < 2N, we will prove 
that (3) holds for 16 q < N, and therefore for 0 <q 6 N since it holds 
trivially for q = 0. 
We start from the equality 
L,A~)-~,,AX)= (f”,,.T(n)-A.~,T(X))+ (f,,.(n)-f,,.,.(n)). 
Expanding the q th power by the binomial formula and adding up for 
n < x, we obtain for q 2 1 
& (fx,7(n)-Ax.,(x))“=~~~ (f,,,,,(n)-A,,,(x))4 
For q< 2N the first sum on the right-hand side is equal to 
q! z&,(x, T) By + o(xB(x)~) by (6). 
We will presently see that the remaining part of the right-hand side is 
o(xB(x)q). 
For 1 <k < q Cauchy’s inequality gives 
Lemma 2 applied to f,. T gives 
n&x (fx,~(n) 4,x, Tag < xCJN)~~- ’ 1 
YCPSX 
fxpT;)2k 
and, since If&p)1 < TB(x), we have 
C f,.T.(p)2k< (TqX))2k-2 1 fx,T(d2 
Y<P<X P ’ y<psx P 
< ( TB(x))2k-2 f(P12 -= o(B(X)2k). 
y<p<x P 
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Moreover we have by (6) and b&x, T) = 0( 1) 
.;, (f”,.~,r(~)-~.~,.(X))2q~2k=O(XB(X)2~--2k). 
3.4. Proof of Formula (2). By (3) as x tends to infinity, we have for each 
non-negative integer q 
q = q! b,(x, T) + o( 1). 
Moreover, by the remark of Section 3.2.1, we have for x B p. 
I@ b,(x, VI G c, 
where the power series C,“=, (cJq!)zq is convergent for all z (with sum 
exp((e” - Tz - 1)/T’). 
Lemma 3 gives (2). 
3.5. Proof of Formula (1). Set, for x > po, 
We have to prove that, as x tends to infinity, 
cp.&) = ev(lCl&N + 41). 
We argue with a fixed t. 
We have 
cp&) - exhL(f)) = h.,.(f) - exp(k.(N + GA(~) - cp,,.W) 
- (evW&)) - exp(lC/x,TW)). (7) 
Formula (2) may be written in the form 
cpx, Af) - exp(k. AN = o(l). 03) 
Now 
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and therefore 
For each n $ x 
If(n)-.L,r(fl)l = 1 1 f.(P)( d c If( d ,z If(P 
PI” PlV 
p p .s(s, T  1 p e Sk r 1 ,f(p,IPLW 
It follows that 
We also have 14+4TWI CEp~x,If(p~12TB(r~ WbWp). 
Therefore lcp,(Q - cp,,AQl G WI/~(x)) CpGx, If(P)I a TE(xj WIPM). 
Now we remark that If(~)1 2 TB(x) implies f(p)* 3 TB(x) If(p 
It fo1lows that W)*2 Wx) CP~.x.If(p~l > TB(x) (If(p)l/p), which gives 
c p<x,If(p)I > TB(X) (If(P)l/P) G &)IT. 
We thus see that 
(9) 
Now, since l(e”” - itu - 1)/u*/,< t2/2, we have I$Jt)l ,< t*/Z and 
Ik At)l G t2/2, so that lexp(vUt)) - exp(lClx,At))l < er212 I&&) - k,At)l. 
s’ince 
and since, for (u( 2 T, 
itu e - itu - 1 
U2 
p4~ltl~2+w 
U2 T* ’ 
we have 
and therefore 
2-k Tltl 
IexpWM - exp($,,.(t))l G e’2’2 - T* * 410) 
b41/39/2-3 
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Finally it follows from (7k( 10) that 
) - exp($,(t))l G 
This holds for all positive T, and the right-hand side tends to zero as T 
tends to infinity. 
This gives the desired result. 
3.6. Remark. if it is supposed that f(p) =O(B(p)), or equivalently 
Max, s x (f (p)I = O(B(x)), then condition (C) implies not only that the 
distribution of the numbers (f(n) - A(x))/B(x) where n < x converges to a 
limit distribution of variance 1 but also that each moment converges to the 
corresponding moment of the limit distribution. 
This follows, by (6), from the fact that for T large enough fx,T(n) = f(n) 
for n < x and AJ,Jx) = A(x). 
4. PROOF OF THE THEOREM OF ERD& 
4.1. By arguments similar to those of Section 3, one can prove the 
following theorem: 
Let f be a real-valued strongly additive function satisfying 
If(P)I GM for every p and ~f~<co, 
P 
and let A(x)=C,., (f(p)/p). 
As x tends to infinity we have for every real t 
i n;-K exp(it(f(n) - 4x))) 
= =( I+ei”~-l)exp(-it~)+o(l), 
where the product is untformly convergent with respect to t on every compact 
set, and therefore the numbers f (n) - A( ) x w h ere n <x have a limit distribu- 
tion, the characteristic function of which is this product. 
4.2. Now let f be a real-valued additive function satisfying the 
hypotheses of the theorem of Erdiis. 
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One can apply the above theorem to the strongly additive function f * 
determined by 
if p>2 and If(p)1 6 1, 
if p= 2 or If(p)/ > 1. 
Then it is easy to derive from the conclusion the result of Erdiis. Setting 
g(n) = exp(itf(n)) and g*(n) = exp(irf*(n)), one sees, by arguments similar 
to those on pages 285-288 of [3], that there exists a multiplicative function 
h such that 
g=g**h, yl<* 
1 n 
and 
Then, setting G(x) = (l/x) CnGx g(n) and G*(x) = (l/x) CnGx g*(n), one 
sees that 
G(x)=G*(x) f ho+@), 
n=l n 
and this yields the desired result. 
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